
Officials in Utah are baffled by an unusual steel monolith that was discovered in the state&#8217;s remote red rock canyons. Officers from the Utah Department of Public Safety (DPS) detected the monolith from a
helicopter while they were counting bighorn sheep in southeastern Utah for the state&#8217;s Division of Wildlife Resources.The crew said there was no obvious indication of who might have put the monolith there.
â€œIâ€™m assuming itâ€™s some new-wave artist or something or, you know, somebody that was a big 2001: A Space Odyssey fan,â€• Bret Hutchings, the helicopter pilot, speculated in an interview with
Utah&#8217;s&nbsp;KSL 5 News.&nbsp;Officers from the Utah Department of Public Safety (DPS) inspecting the steel monolith The agency abstained from sharing the exact location of the monolith of fear that it would
draw visitors who could possibly be stranded and require rescue. But that didn&#8217;t stop some Reddit users from attempting to lock down the coordinates of the mystery object and arranging excursions to the site. The
metal slab, which rises to the estimated height of 10-12 feet, reminded many of the work of minimalist sculptor John McCracken, who died in 2011. However, David Zwirner gallery, which represents the artist&#8217;s
estate, informed the Guardian that the steel object was not one of his works.Others have attributed the monolith to the Mexico-based artistÂ Petecia Le Fawnhawk, who used to live and work in Utah and who is known for
installing totemic sculptures in desert landscapes. But when reached by Artnet,Â the artist said she â€œdid have the thought to plant secret monuments in the desert,â€• but â€œcannot claim this one.â€• A plethora of
other theories emerged on the internet, ranging from a Richard Serra secret project to an alien invasion. In a statement, DPS issued a warning for any sculptor in the galaxy: It is illegal to install structures or art without
authorization on federally managed public lands, no matter what planet youâ€™re from. The Federal Bureau of Land Management will be determining if they need to investigate further.  Artists and activists in Europe are
demanding justice for Mawda Shawri, a two-year-old Kurdish-Iraqi refugee who was killed by Belgian police during a high-speed police chase in 2018. Human rights activists held protests across Belgium yesterday,
November 23, as a trial over the fatal shooting opened in the southern city of Mons. A collective of artist-activists has also launched an online campaign with the hashtag #justice4Mawada, including an online petition and
an animated video that recreates the events of the fatal police chase in May of 2018 to raise public awareness.The toddler was shot in the head during a police chase of a van transporting migrants from Europe to the
United Kingdom. She died from her wounds in an ambulance. The slain child was among 30 people in the van, including her brother and parents. The police officer on trial, whose identity hasn&#8217;t been revealed, is
facing charges of involuntary homicide. If convicted, he could face up to two years in prison. Belgian authorities claimed in court that the shooting was an accident and that the officer&#8217;s gun had been aimed at the
van&#8217;s front left tire.Mawda Shawri (courtesy #Justice4Mawda)Two other men are facing charges for migrant trafficking. Respectively, they could face a prison sentence of up to 30 years.In Brussels, protesters
hung children&#8217;s clothing on a makeshift laundry line together banners reading Justice for Mawda.As citizens from around the world, we are devastated by Mawdaâ€™s violent and lonely death, the online petition
says.&nbsp;We are horrified that the EU is planning to make it easier for member states to refuse to resettle refugees &#8211; this could drive more refugees in the hands of smugglers, risking more tragedies like
Mawdaâ€™s.Mawdaâ€™s death is not an accident, the petition adds. Itâ€™s the result of&nbsp;years of anti-immigration policies&nbsp;and a culture of&nbsp;dehumanizing and criminalizing migrants. The petition was
signed by leading artists like Roger Waters, Peter Gabriel, and Tom Morello, and filmmakers Ken Loach and Mike Leigh, among others.The animation video, titled This Is How It Happened, was produced by Squarefish,
an animation studio with offices in Brussels and Paris. The animation shows the officer&#8217;s hand pointing a gun at the refugee van from behind during the highway chase. Images of the wounded child being carried
into an ambulance are overlayed with a text that accuses police of lying to the press by saying that the suspected traffickers used [Mawda&#8217;s] head to break the window. It also alleges the police lied to emergency
services, saying the child Just fell from the car.      Belgium&#8217;s immigration policy kills people, a violence hidden from the public, another caption in the video says.  Frank Barat, a Brussels-based journalist and
activist who attended the trial in Mons today told Hyperallergic in an email that the trial was temporarily paused for the lack of an interpreter who could properly speak Kurdish in the Sorani dialect, the language spoken by
Mawda&#8217;s parents. The trial started with more humiliation for Mawda&#8217;s parents, Barat wrote. The parents said they could only understand 50% of what the interpreter was saying, so the trial was adjourned
until they found a new interpreter. It took two hours for the trial to restart.Barat added that the police officer expressed remorse, saying, If I had known they were kids inside the van, I would have never fired his gun. The
officer also claimed that the motorway was badly lit during the night of the chase, a claim that was later debunked by Belgium&#8217;s transportation authorities and testimonies by other policemen. According to Barat,
the officer fired his gun less than 90 seconds after joining the van&#8217;s chase. Another police car that had been involved in the chase for 30 minutes never fired a gun, he added. Barat recounted a statement by Selma
Benkhelifa, the attorney representing the Shawri family, who alleged that police had treated the parents inhumanely after killing their two-year-old child.During the first 24 hours of her detention, Mawda&#8217;s mother
wore the same T-shirt stained with her daughter&#8217;s blood, the attorney said in court. One must dare to speak of inhuman and degrading treatment. We must dare to speak of racism, she added, Because if they
were not migrants, they would never have been treated that way, and the van would have never been shot at.   Six out of 10 museums, galleries, and historic houses across the UK are concerned about their survival,
according to a recent survey by Art Fund, a British nonprofit that supports art acquisitions and exhibitions across the country. The need is so dire that when Art Fund released its first round of emergency funding this
summer, only 17% of the museums that applied received grants before the money was exhausted.To help institutions weather this bleak forecast, major British artists, including Anish Kapoor and Lubaina Himid, have
created prints for Art Fund&#8217;s #TogetherForMuseums fundraiser.The organization aims to raise Â£1 million (~$1,334,712) for pandemic-hit museums via a combination of artwork sales and individual donations, with
roughly a third of its goal met so far.  Different tiers of giving make the initiative accessible to a wide range of donors: one can purchase a Â£100 (~$134) special-edition screenprint by conceptual artist Michael Landy, for
instance, or limited-edition signed prints by Himid and Kapoor for Â£500 (~$668) and Â£4,000 (~$5,341), respectively.Those with a smaller budget can still receive an artist-made gift for pitching in, like a set of David
Shrigley tea towels for their Â£25 (~$33) donation, or simply choose to donate without a reward &#8212; Art Fund encourages gifts of any size. And for those who can afford to give a little more, another option allows
donors to sponsor a museum project, directing their funds to a specific collection or exhibition of their choice, for Â£9,995 (~$13,332). Museum attendance continues to dwindle due to pandemic-related lockdowns and
social distancing measures. Although the British government approved a rescue package of around $2 billion for the arts sector at large in July, only half of UK institutions surveyed by Art Fund received have emergency
funding so far. Amongst the organization&#8217;s 800 museum partners, 20% have been unable to reopen following the first UK-wide lockdown.  As more North American museums close due to the latest surge of
COVID-19 infections, responsive curatorial pivoting becomes the new contingency plan. Until thereâ€™s a vaccine, this bricks-and-mortar closing and re-opening cycle will be the norm.&nbsp;This is why itâ€™s worth
looking more closely at online projects like Hito Steyerl: 4 Nights at the Museum. Presented by DÃ¼sseldorfâ€™s K21 Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen and e-flux Video &amp; Film, the project was organized in
response to K21â€™s own closure, impacting Steyerlâ€™s exhibition, I Will Survive. Utilizing a â€œweird-ass visual podcastâ€• framing, 4 Nights at the Museum brings late-night public access weirdness to an online
museum public program. As both featured artist and on-air host, Steyerl switches from conversations to presenting alternative versions of works from the show.&nbsp;Screenshot documentation from How to Plant Flowers
in Prison?, the second episode of 4 Nights at the Museum (courtesy author)How is this different from any other Zoom talk? Itâ€™s all in the execution. In a recent episode, Steyerl interviews Hamburg-based actress and
filmmaker Heja NetÃ®rk; the pair discuss the Kurdish refugeeâ€™s nine-month-long wrongful political imprisonment in Turkey. As NetÃ®rk recalls the plants prisoners grew, AR-generated plant foliage overlays
NetÃ®rkâ€™s Zoom screen. Suddenly, this intimate interview podcast cross-mixes into ambient VJ set: this was Steyerlâ€™s own take on the prison garden, imbued with properties like â€œpoison[ing] autocrats and
healing social media addictions.â€• In a later screen-share of her machine learning software, Steyerl groused about how an hour of neural network rendering produces only 40 seconds of footage. â€œTo generate [the]
future, itâ€™s ultra slow,â€• she quipped drily. Letâ€™s hope other museums are quicker about adapting shuttered exhibitions. The last episode of Hito Steyerl: 4 Nights at the Museum | A weird-ass visual podcast
streams online on November 26 at 2PM ET / 8PM CET via e-flux.  The Arctic Art Institute, founded in 2014 by Ekaterina Sharova and Kristina Dryagina (both residents of Arkhangelsk, North Russia) has held the Arctic Art
Forum since 2016 with a view to empowering artists and workers of the region. The fourth edition of the forum, â€œEcosystems of the Invisibleâ€• is currently being held online, bringing together speakers, artists, and
performers working in the North of Russia and Alaska to discuss issues relevant to the region.&nbsp;Last month, Anna Bitkina and Maria Veits, curators and co founders of the association TOK presented the symposium,
â€œInterdependency as a Condition.â€• Curious to learn more about Arctic art and culture, I asked the curators of both the forum and symposium what they consider to be the major issues facing the region, and how they
have worked to make them more visible.&nbsp;*     *    *A mural by Artyom Khazanov, Ulyana Tyupysheva, Fyodor Medvedev in Arkhangelsk, Russia  (Arctic Art Forum 2016, project Babushka; photo by Anna
Koshechko).Ekaterina Sharova (AAI): Several generations of my ancestors have lived in the Euro-Arctic region of Russia. Both my generation and my parentsâ€™ have not known much about their own history. These
generations have been presented with the general narratives of the Soviet Revolution, the Great Patriotic war, and other stories of military&nbsp; and state power. Through the organization of art events, symposia, and the
digitization of historical archives, the AAI aims to reconnect people and help them unlearn. Since 2016, the AAF has been a regular event aimed at bringing the invisible Northern stories of national and international
importance back to the public.&nbsp;As an art historian and an educator, I study the ways in which ideology has influenced the collective memory of the people in the North, as well as the unconscious everyday rituals of
non-freedom created by architecture and design. I work with the invisibility of Northerners and assist in reestablishing their identity through contemporary art and culture. In 2020, we will present a new book about
Euro-Arctic contemporary culture, a new archival research project on Northern visual culture made together with colleagues from the Northern (Arctic) Federal University, and a screening of new architecture films
produced in collaboration with the Northern Design and Architecture Center in TromsÃ¸.&nbs
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